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Abstract 

The term “phishing” is an old type network attack where the phisher creates a duplicate page having similar structure 
to the original verified page , the idea of this is to trick the users believing the page is their service provider to give out their 

sensitive information like bank details and password of their personal things they not only steal the bank information things to 

take out money but also might steal data to use them for their next step. This concept used in this is based on an end-host, this 
anti-phishing algorithm is also known as link-guard algorithm, when the phisher sends the email or message to the user they 
can input the link in this algorithm ,by evaluating the characteristics of the URL sent in that email it ranks how safe the site is 
and has various criteria that might put the threat at different levels. The Link Guard is based on URL characteristics so it can 
detect and forestall unknown or new ones. This project uses the PHP, WAMP Server as Front-End and Back-End respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

The word “Phishing” is derives from the word 'fishing' as they are similar for fish that mistakes the bait from the 

attacker for a worm and goes into a trap, similarly in online the attacker sends a link through a mail or message 

similar to legit but actually is not. It is a trap to take the information from the user. Here the user is attracted by the 

attacker as they are calling from their service provider like bank and ask to share the sensitive information which 

may be data or the transaction details. The attacker collects the information if we enter it in the link  

Though it is not a new concept. In the last 2 years there has been an increase in these cases    

In our experiment we can say that phishing links might following characteristics: 

1. The visual link sent in mail and the actual link opened are not the same.  

2. The phishers might use a kind of dotted decimal IP address. 

3. Fake DNS names that are similar but not the same with the target Web site.  

4. tricks are used to encode the hyperlinks.  

2.Significance Of The Study  

Online shopping has become a trend now and of course it is really great because it is very easy to shop and very 

time saving. But the problem here is the transaction in the websites. The transactions seem to be safe but they may 

not be. The whole process seems to be legit but your personnel information like card numbers, CVV might be 

stolen by the hackers. The hackers make mimic banking websites which seems to be like your original banking 

websites, that‟s the whole point. The user thinks this is a legitimate site and enters his/her personnel details and 

the details will directly be delivered to the hacker. These mimic websites are technically called as Phishing 

websites. Here we are using a classification algorithm to find out if a particular website is phishing or not. Their 

URL , domain address are used in examining the website. This web application can be used by any e-commerce 

website so that the users can safely shop from their sites and this software can also be embedded as an extension. 

So that the user can directly detect a website by just clicking on a button and the extension gives us the result 

using data mining which is better than the traditional system.  

3.Review of Related Studies 

Throughout the research process we have been able to find some good research papers as the foundation of 

our project, to learn and improvise from those phenomenal works. 

[1] This research paper named Phishing detection based on search engine-based techniques. The authors of 

this paper are Adida, Hohenberge. This technique tracks all the images, texts present in the actual website and it 
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compares with the malicious site. It also checks its popularity in the search engine i.e., where will it be placed in 

the list of websites when searched for it. It is very mobile and lightweight. It can be added as an extension. It 

does not require much storage too. 

[2] The next research paper is based on the machine learning techniques whose author is Sharif. In this 

technique the machine is learned to track all the details such as the content present in the page, the URL 

addresses. The use of machine learning is fully accurate and makes the scheme able to adapt. Under this 

technique there are algorithms used to identify best and unique things found in the page and assign weights to it. 

[3] The next research paper is titled as Phishing detection using blacklist and whitelisted databases whose 

author is Dhamija and Tygar. Here the author used the concept of blacklist and whitelist where blacklist holds all 

the phishing URL links and white list has the legit sources stored as a database in a server, now we can compare 

the link inputted by user with blacklist and white list and may find a match, this is a lightweight system and can 

run in a browser smoothly. 

[4] The fourth research paper is based on the visual similarity techniques done by Wu, Miller, and little. In 

this paper the author uses the visual similarity between the legit and the fake page by detecting the any visual 

differences between them, we have to extract the visual features and compare for these differences between them 

to know if the inputted website is legit or not this can even be done at client side with some software. 

[5] The last paper is based on the most important thing, the DNS based techniques. [11][12]The author of this 

paper is Bridges and Vaughn. This is a very efficient way as this require a very less extraction needed from the 

source and is possible to apply on client side as more storage is possible this used the IP address; this uses DNS 

information to verify the authenticity of a website. 

All the of the mentioned research papers were thoroughly studied and we came out of the best solution to the 

problem. Different limitations were observed over the various research papers and was contrasted in respect with 

our project to bring up the best possible result. 

4. Objectives of the Study 

People often purchase products online and make payment through e-banking. There are many E-banking phishing 

websites. To detect the e-banking phishing website our system uses an effective classification data mining 

algorithm. The e-banking phishing website can be detected based on some important characteristics like URL and 

Domain Identity, and security and encryption criteria in the final phishing detection rate. 

⦁    The phishing website can be detected based on some important characteristics like URL and Domain 

Identity, and security and encryption criteria in the final phishing detection rate. 

⦁    This application can be used by many E-commerce enterprises in order to make the whole transaction 

process secure. 

⦁    Data mining algorithm used in this system provides better performance as compared to other traditional 

classifications algorithms. 

⦁    System uses machine learning technique to add new keywords into database. 

 

5. Proposed Methodology 

Online shopping has become a trend now and of course it is really great because it is very easy to shop and 

very time saving. But the problem here is the transaction in the websites. The transactions seem to be safe but 

they may not be. The whole process seems to be legit but your personnel information like card numbers, CVV 

might be stolen by the hackers. The hackers make mimic banking websites which seems to be like your original 

banking websites, that‟s the whole point. The user thinks this is a legitimate site and enters his/her personnel 

details and the details will directly be delivered to the hacker. These mimic websites are technically called as 

Phishing websites. Here we are using a classification algorithm to find out if a particular website is phishing or 

not. Their URL , domain address are used in examining the website. This web application can be used by any e-

commerce website so that the users can safely shop from their sites and this software can also be embedded as an 

extension. So that the user can directly detect a website by just clicking on a button and the extension gives us 

the result using data mining which is better than the traditional system  

Pattern matching is a concept to handle unknown sites, These are totally new and we don‟t know whether to 

trust this sites or not by liking at black-list or the white-list, all we have is a actual link as visual link does not 

contain any DNS or IP 
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We collect the DNS names from the mail sent which might be false and the other from the user , and second 

step is they take input from user and save names in seed-set 

The DNS names of the visual and actual are compared if not identical then we call another method: 

The similarity index is calculated by the most minimum number of change needed to change the original link 

to the fake link  

If two strings are 0 then we give it equal and identical 

If two strings has small changes then they are almost similar but not identical 

And if the strings have a big changes then they are not too similar  

Number of changes is inversely proportional to similarity    

Here is aexample : 

Shyam and Shuom has 3/5(2 characters are meant to replace) 

Rithvik and rithvikkkk has 7/10(3 characters has to be removed) 

144449 and 1444449 is 6/7 (we need to insert a 4 to match it ). 

System Architecture of Proposed System: 
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6.Result and Discussion 

 

 
 

The Proposed Algorithm: 

This Link Guard examines the differences between the actual URL link and visual URL link. 

 
 

Operations of Link Guard algorithm: 

1)  Comm: All the information from the user is gathered by comm and it is bought to the analyser. 

2)  Database: The Url‟s inputted by the user is preserved in the database 

3) Analyser: Is applied on link guard algorithm. Certain data is collected by comm and the database which is 

utilized by the analyzer to examine and it is sent to the log modules. 

4) Alerter: If any malicious act is detected it alerts the user. It takes the help of the Alerter. 

5)  Logger: All the details or information required for later use is archived by the logger.  

The following terms are used in the algorithm. 

vi_link: visual link; 

ac_link: actual_link; 

vi_dns: visual DNS name; 

ac_dns: actual DNS name; 

sender_dns: sender‟s DNS name. 
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Algorithm: 
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This shows the skeletal structure of the implemented algorithm. 

 

Screenshots of the result from the Project: 

 

[1]  

 

[2]  
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[3]

 

7.Conclusion 

We can know from the data and cases around us that “Phishing” has become a serious network security problem 

and is still growing, causing finical loss to both consumers and the e-commerce websites making online money 

transaction or who exchange sensitive online to provide services like banks. Phishing has made e-commerce less 

popular in normal consumers as they are scared to become the victims of phishing losing their money while they 

transact the money. Here, we have studied the characteristics of the phishing hyperlinks. 

We then designed a anti-phishing algorithm by studying characteristics of the URL. Since E Banking Phishing 

Website is characteristic based, we can detect unknown phishing links too. Experiment in our system testing in 

real life showed that Link Guard can detect up to 96 percentage of unknown phishing we conclude that the 

algorithm can shield our users from malicious or unverified links in any form like e-

mails/messages/popups/webpages , They also can be added to  e-commerce sites to validate the site before they 

provide information.. 
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